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Abstract. Ever-changing business processes in large software systems, integra-
tion of heterogeneous data sources as well as the desire for legacy service in-
tegration drive software design towards reusable, platform-independent, web-
accessible microservices. Such independently deployable services provide an in-
terface for retrieval and data manipulation in machine-readable formats. While
this approach brings many advantages from the perspective of service integra-
tion aiming to separate data manipulation from business processing, the standard
approaches provide only limited structural semantics and constraints provided
through the interface. This leads to considerable information restatement and re-
peated decisions in integrating components, which considerably impacts develop-
ment and maintenance efforts. Integration component operability becomes highly
sensitive to interaction with underlying services, which are possibly composed of
other services. The sensitivity is especially apparent in the structural semantics
of produced and consumed information that must correlate on both sides of the
interaction. This paper surveys service integration from the perspective of sepa-
ration of concerns. In order to reduce the coupling and information restatement
on the integration component side, it suggests introducing multiple communica-
tion channels with additional information that apply in the service interaction,
extending the integration component’s ability to derive service expected informa-
tion structural semantics, constraints or business rules. Finally, we consider the
impact of this new approach from the development and maintenance perspectives.
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1 Introduction

Software design of large systems, which integrate functionality from different heteroge-
neous data sources and provide decentralize governance, utilize reusable, independently-
replaceable, scalable and deployable microservices [13]. Such services provide com-
posable functionality addressing the disadvantages of monolithic design. [13]. They
provide platform independence, support interoperable [1] interaction among different
components using standard machine-readable formats. These services emphasize well-
defined interfaces and availability on network, with location transparency.

The emphasis on service interface enables easy exchange of service providers and
thus reduces coupling between the integration components (or generally peers) and ser-
vices. An independent self-deployable component that integrates services is in the text
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referred as an Integration Component (IC). The IC-service interaction can be further
mediated to multiple providers to support service availability, scalability, and perfor-
mance. Services can recursively integrate other services, making such service com-
position transparent to ICs. Market changes, innovation, and/or evolution in business
requirements make it easy for the ICs to use novel services or apply a new business
processes on top of an existing service infrastructure. At the same time, such design,
especially in the early development stage, may demand higher investments than code-
centric monolithic design [1], while opening the services for broader future reuse. Thus
from the long-term perspective, the overall costs are expected to reduce. ICs are frag-
ile with respect to failure, flaws, or performance bottlenecks in any of its underlying
services. Furthermore, the standard format of communication brings additional perfor-
mance demands related to serialization and deserialization of information between the
machine-readable format and the internal platform-specific format.

Services built on existing technologies provide information formatted in a specific
structure, which the ICs must strictly follow. Current standards-based approaches pro-
vide data values and some semantics of the internal structure, although it is insufficient
to automatically derive the internal structure at the IC side. For example, property data
types are limited and their constraints or validation rules are missing. Furthermore, it is
not possible to automatically determine the expected structural semantics of informa-
tion a service consumes. From the design perspective, ICs must implement appropriate
internal structural representation for service-provided information. These are usually
Data Transfer Objects (DTO) [10], or map structures. These components define struc-
ture for the native platform, although this is a restatement since the structure exists and
is co-defined at the web service side. This gives a commitment to the IC. Any time ser-
vice information defining structure changes, its ICs must reflect the change, creating a
difficulty in maintenance, as there is no mechanism preventing such inconsistencies.

The situation becomes worse when considering multiple communicating ICs or
middlewares that all process the same information representation, considering the same
constraints, validation rules, etc. The maintenance becomes complex and correlation
fragility grows. Different individuals might manage particular services or ICs at het-
erogeneous locations and follow different evolution and changes. Service is usually
unaware of its ICs, and thus its internal change may lead to catastrophic consequences.
Due to such difficulties, it is now common practice3 to leave the existing service as it is
when structural changes in data take place. Instead of extending the particular service,
its copy with changes is made. Consequently, the two services run simultaneously. Such
an approach does not naturally scale4 since multiple such services must be monitored
for operation and backups, driving up operation costs.

This paper considers service integration from the perspective of separation of con-
cerns. The motivation is to decrease maintenance effort and mitigate the impact on ICs
related to changes in service structural representation, constraints, and validation or
business rules. The ICs become adaptable to changes in the above service concerns.

The conventional approaches use a single channel for communicating the informa-
tion to ICs. As mentioned earlier, only a limited amount of structural information can be

3Based on experience, while technically consulting with software architects of Czech banks
4The highest number of simultaneously running service copied versions was reported3 22
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derived. For instance, consider a web service producing information in XML or JSON.
These formats carry data values and partially describe the data structure with property
names, leaving a gap for types, constraints, etc. Thus internal IC representation must
exist to provide the missing pieces of information, introducing restatements.

A concern-separating approach suggests a different form of communication. It pro-
vides novel meta information that can be used to derive the internal IC structural rep-
resentations at runtime. This meta information relate to different concerns. Besides the
complete data structure information, the channels may consider input validation rules,
user context, and business rules. Providing these concerns in a single communication
channel, would lead to inefficiencies, as some concerns tend to change more often than
others. Instead, we propose the use of multiple communication channels to avoid rep-
etition and support separation of concerns at the communication-level. This extends
concern reuse at the IC side and improves caching capabilities [6]. All the novel con-
cerns are provided in a machine-readable format. The ICs become capable to derive
internal structural representation, constraints, validation and business rules at runtime
based on the service provided information. Later service changes are adopted by ICs
and all their communication successors, which help to avoid consistency errors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background. Details
on concern separation analysis in service integration are provided in Section 3. Section
4 details the concern separating design. Related work is mentioned throughout Sections
2 till 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background

Web services produce and consume data. A web service is the only component with
access to the data source, and the only component that can persist or provide data.
Usually, such a service persists data to a relational database, although its design most
likely uses object-oriented programming (OOP). Even legacy services designed in non-
conventional style can be extended to provide a web service interface [1]. Such services
communicate in machine-readable formats, such as XML or JSON.

Contemporary trends in OOP design are apparent from the Java Enterprise Edition
(Java EE) platform [9]. The platform has a standard for dealing with Object-Relational
Mapping (ORM) for persistence called Java Persistence API (JPA), input validation
(Bean Validation), and even for serialization/deserialization of data represented by ob-
jects to JSON or XML formats5 and backwards.

A service in the Java EE platform represents its data model with classes called enti-
ties that are associated with each other and extended with JPA descriptors for ORM as
well as with Bean Validation descriptors to enforce input validation. A service can en-
force business rules on the top of the data model by referencing particular entities and
their properties. As mentioned in [3,10], a standardization or generally accepted ap-
proach for defining business rules is missing. One possibility is to define such rules us-
ing OOP [2]; unfortunately this leads to significant restatements of rules across various
system modules or layers [3], extending maintenance efforts. Alternative approaches

5Java Architecture for XML Binding, Java API for {RESTful / XML} Web Services
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suggest using frameworks describing the rules in Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs),
such as Drools [16] or MPS [17]. These approaches isolate rule definitions and enforce
their application throughout the system.

A web-service hides its internals from other ICs, even though the information struc-
ture it provides or consumes is influenced by its entities and their data structure. Some-
times services aggregate entities or filter their properties using DTOs indirection [10].
The entities or DTOs then determine the desired format (XML/JSON). When consid-
ering the produced format, it consists of information relevant to a particular data in-
stance, as well as to the data structure since each data value is provided together with
its property. The product thus contains limited structural information; however, it does
not provide the expected property data type, constraints, etc.

The IC must follow the service-expected data structure. The IC internal data rep-
resentation, similarly to the service, uses either DTOs designed and compiled for this
purpose, or map data structure, derived from the service provided information. The map
structure may seem more flexible, but it provides no type safety or assurance on cor-
rect data structure, property types, constraints, etc. when submitting data to the service.
From the perspective of service data consumption the map structure may seem impracti-
cal as the internal structure accepts any input, but the service may reject the information
due to typological errors.

Both DTO and map structure properties must correlate with the runtime service
representation to avoid inconsistency errors and rejected service submissions. The issue
is that service and IC are independent components with different evolution time spans.
Thus any time the service-side data representation changes, the IC representation must
change accordingly. The ICs’ DTO property restatement suffers from tight coupling and
the inability to adapt to service changes, its structure is determined at compile time. A
mechanism is missing to indicate or prevent inconsistency errors due to changed service
internal structure.

Restatement problems are not limited to data representation only; a similar issue
arises with input validation. For performance and usability reasons, we apply input
validation on the IC before incurring the cost of communication and service-side pro-
cessing, although to do so, we need to manually apply the input validation at the IC.
This negatively impacts development and maintenance efforts since the same validation
rules are restated on all tiers. Furthermore, when the IC integrates multiple services to-
gether, it might be intended to apply service business rules already at the IC level. This
again leads to their replication across tiers.

The situation is exacerbated by context-awareness [4]. For instance, consider vari-
ous user roles that are authorized to access different data properties. From the service
autonomy perspective [1], this should apply at the service, but it cannot be omitted at the
IC side, due to usability perspective [14]. The context-awareness is more complex [4]
than just security. User may come from different geo locations, at different times, with
various devices that all may impact the provided data, data representation, its struc-
ture, validation rules or business rules. A considerable number of decisions might be
repeated at different tiers, tangling through other application concerns [6].

Current web service system design allows service reuse, composition, distribution,
replication, and cross-platform compatibility. On the other hand, it does not effectively
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handle integration component development or service evolution. As we have shown,
many concerns are considered at different tiers, although a mechanism that shares con-
cerns across tiers is missing. This paper proposes a concern separation approach applied
to the communication among ICs. The advantage is that concerns considered at the ser-
vice level can be reused by other ICs, which simplifies service evolution and brings ICs’
better adaptability to service changes. The context-awareness causes concern tangling in
conventional approaches, deteriorating the complexity, development and maintenance
efforts. The proposed approach provides concern distribution through multiple channels
and handles context-awareness more effectively than a single channel communication.
The multi-channel concern distribution extends reuse [6] and supports caching abilities.

3 Analysis and Discussion on Concern Separation in Services

We identify several problems with conventional service integration design. No matter
the internal service design, the interaction with other ICs only provides limited infor-
mation about service concerns. It focuses primarily on data value interaction. Data rep-
resentation must structurally correlate among ICs and services. The validation rules and
constraints must be replicated on the IC side. When a service does not expose its source
code, IC design can only consider service documentation to apply service business rules
in its design to improve usability. Even when code is provided, rule derivation might be
very difficult, since one service can capture business rules tangled in the OOP design
[3], another may use Drools and another MPS. All later changes must again correlate
with ICs, which makes global business rule maintenance hard. Runtime context, such
as security, time, IC location, etc., may influence the produced or consumed data. From
the concern perspective, we consider the following elements:

1 Data values 2 Data structure representation
3 Data input validation and constraints 4 Business rules
5 Context-awareness (geo location, time, IP address, security, etc.)

Each IC that uses a service and wants to process its data values 1 , restates the data
structure representation 2 and most likely its validation rules 3 . The IC may need
to restate business rules 4 or even integrate context 5 . Besides the data values 1 ,
this presents significant responsibility and burden for development, service evolution,
and maintenance. Even a small change to the above service elements 2 - 5 may cause
inconsistency in multiple ICs that integrate the service, thus requiring manual change
propagation. The issue with change propagation is that a service rarely knows its con-
sumers or has only limited capability to control them.

Naturally, the question is whether there exists a way to loosen the coupling between
ICs and service with respect to data structure representation 2 or even other concerns
3 - 5 . In order to do so, the data structure representation 2 at the IC side cannot

be determined statically at compile/deploy time. Instead the structural representation
should be provided in a separate channel of communication and determined at runtime.

Let us assume a form of communication where an IC requests the data structure
representation 2 and then maps the data values 1 to it. What is the consequence?
First the IC must compose the representation at runtime, which either requires metapro-
gramming [7] or the use of map data structure. Since the structure is not determined at
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compile time, field references may loose type safety [4] within the scope of IC. This
may negatively impact the programming style. On the other hand, since a service may
change at any time after the IC deploys, the type safety only helps the initial IC design.
Second, the runtime, on-demand representation derivation enforces consistency with
the service. Thus the IC reflects later changes to the service structures, which improves
maintenance and evolution. Third, there might be performance degradation due to the
communication overhead and metaprogramming. On the other hand, the data structure
representation 2 request can be issued concurrently with the data value request 1 [6].
At the same time, the data structure representation derivation could consider caching
scheme similar to HTTP [6], where IC requests a particular representation version and
reuses the derived structure until it changes on the service side.

With the proposed design, the data structure representation 2 is provided by ser-
vice in a separate channel of communication. The same approach can apply to data
input validation 3 . The properties of this concern has although lot of similarities with
the previous 2 and when we consider the Beans Validation standard from Java EE, it is
even part of the data model (its extension) [6]. This suggests the possibility to integrate
the concern within the channel for the data structure representation 2 .

The service business rules 4 might be unknown to the ICs throughout their execu-
tion. Such rules can be documented, although ICs cannot use the business rules sepa-
rately from the service, unless restating the rules. If the rules were known or there was
a way to provide them to IC in machine-readable format, the IC could take advantage
of such knowledge for usability or performance improvements. For instance, consider a
situation restricting an airplane selection for particular flight based on the current pas-
senger occupancy. If IC has the knowledge of such restriction, it may avoid additional
requests to the service or rejected submission attempts. Alternatively, consider a service
business rule being interpreted at the client-side, resulting in a web browser JavaScript
execution that verifies constraints before the submission takes place. In order to provide
ICs the business rules in a special channel of communication, the service must capture
them in a format that allows not only their evaluation but also their transformation onto
format suitable for transmission. For instance, a DSL solution that exposes separated
parser, internal representation and execution would fit such purpose. From the ICs’ per-
spective, a business rule definition usually references data structure representations 2
and their attributes by name. This introduces a coupling and limits the versatility of
IC adaptation to service changes. The proposed IC runtime derivation of data structure
representations may hinder the definitions of business rules at the IC side.

Context-awareness might be the next evolutionary step in software system abili-
ties [5]. Nowadays production systems only rarely deal with context-aware features
[4] and if so, then only in limited scope [6], such as interactive consoles, due to the
increased costs of development and maintenance efforts [4]. For instance, Human-
Computer Interaction shows existing context-aware prototypes [14] and sleek features;
however these prototypes are missing production experience either due to performance
requirements [5] or large development efforts [4]. Survey in [4] suggests that the com-
plexity behind context-awareness is related to poor separation of concerns. Concerns
that cannot be cleanly decomposed from the rest of the system are called cross-cutting
concerns [12]. Conventional programming languages cannot effectively address cross-
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cutting concerns, and cause code tangling. The state of the art suggests addressing these
concerns through Generative Programming (GP) [8] or Aspect-Oriented Programming
[12]. Unfortunately, the program structure and the over all design must change.

GP suggests designing applications from conventional components and integrate
models, DSLs descriptions, or alternative problem description formats. It takes all the
above as input and then, based on a configuration script and templates, produces various
combinations from the inputs. The result may produce a large amount of combinations
that are later compiled. The difficulty comes when certain inputs present exponential
dependency on its composition [4]. In such case, the produced result becomes imprac-
tical. Another deficiency is that the approach targets compile time product derivation.
Furthermore, the execution uses generated code, which complicates debugging.

AOP proposes to design application from two building blocks. The base functional-
ity is captured through conventional components and their extensions that are separable
concerns, or even cross-cutting concerns that are captured by another building block
called aspect. Aspects can use DSL or the same programming language. The aspect
brings a mechanism to separate a particular concern from the base program. The way
components and aspects connect together is the main AOP instrument. The base com-
ponent program is transformed onto a join point representation [12]. A join point might
be a name of a method, method call, location in the program or a method extended
with annotation. It indicates a location in the program where an aspect may extend the
program execution. Such a join point representation is a simplified skeleton of the pro-
gram or a particular subsystem. An aspect has a condition formed from join points that
indicates when and under what context it becomes active. The condition may use any
logical or arithmetical operators to generalize the condition. The aspect integration can
be compile time or runtime [4], and thus only aspects activated by given context are
applied to the program execution. The component and aspect integration performs an
aspect weaver, an instrument similar to a compiler [12] or renderer [4]. Since it is possi-
ble to apply the approach at runtime, the produced result is not affected by exponential
concern dependency, since only context-selected concerns apply for given request, al-
though the complexity related to debugging remains.

Thus extending the service with context-awareness while aiming for efficient de-
sign, the service should consider separating out the basic functionality from the contex-
tual extension through aspects. Although different from other service concerns 1 - 4 ,
the context might not be something we aim to provide to ICs as a separate channel of
communication. Instead we might expect that context is something related to or pro-
vided by the IC requesting the service (e.g., request parameters, location, access rights)
or something derived at runtime at the service side (resource usage, time). Thus context
may influence the provided result of 1 - 4 .

To demonstrate, consider that the service is requested by a IC with a low level of
authorization. The service should only consume or produce a subset of data values 1
or to expose the IC limited scope of data representation 2 . Alternatively, consider
ICs requesting personal information sensitive to the geo-location. One IC may receive
information including country, state and custom date formatting, while another only
receives country and general date formatting.
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4 Design and References to Concern-separating Approaches

In order to separate concerns mentioned in previous section and stream them in separate
communication channels, we must be able to interpret concern description at the ser-
vice side. However, we should avoid reinventing existing solutions and not expect the
industry to make big changes in conventional development or programmer attitudes.
For these reasons, we may tend to avoid Model-Driven Development (MDD) [4]. Next
option is to design custom DSL for the service description on higher level of abstraction
[15], but this approach is not much different from MDD since developer must learn a
new language and change the design abstraction. Instead, a minimal impact on devel-
oper should be expected for easy adoption and transition to production development.

One possibility is to use a code-inspection mechanism that uses metaprogramming.
These approaches allow reusing existing code for the purpose of transformation, which
is in our case the 2 data structure representation. For example, [11] uses this approach
in MetaWidget framework that derives User Interfaces (UIs) from the data model. Sim-
ilarly [4] uses metaprogramming to derive join point representation [12] for later use in
AOP-based transformation. Applying code-inspection does not considerably affect the
service development perspective, as its use is transparent.

Similarly, when considering the existing validation or ORM standards, code-
inspection can derive the validation rules and constraints 3 and thus further extend
the join point representation. Additional data structure representation extensions can be
considered in the same way (access, presentation extension [6], etc.).

At this point, the development impact does not involve significant changes, even
though the service provides communication channels for the concerns 1 - 3 . The As-
pectFaces framework [4] provides an example code-inspection tool. [6] shows its use
for the separated concern delivery for UI derivation. In order to apply it at the ser-
vice level, the frameworks’ aspect weaver is pointed to application data model from
which it derives the join point representation that can be bidirectionally transformed to
XML/JSON formats. An IC derives the service internal, platform-specific data structure
representation from the received join point model and feeds it with the provided data
values 1 . [5,6] show the usage for UI derivation for mobile, standalone and web clients
(Google Web Toolkit, AngularJS, HTML5) and demonstrate platform-independence for
the concern delivery. Changes to the service data structure representation are adopted by
all the derived UIs across various platforms. Furthermore, [6] gives details on caching
options and performance, which can be applied. For instance, as mentioned earlier, the
requests to various channels (data values and join point representation) can be done
concurrently. The join point representation can be cached and reused with invalidation
mechanism using versioning similar to HTTP.

Usage at an IC impacts the development perspective. The IC usually aims to inte-
grate multiple services and works with multiple 2 data structure representations. The
internal IC structure representation is a proxy with defined name. Its properties, such
as fields are received at runtime, which deteriorates the type-safety at the development
time. This is the trade-off for the ability to adapt to service structural changes. The ben-
efit is that validation and constraint enforcement 3 on data values is part of the proxy
and can be performed at the IC side. When the IC applies business rules and processes,
explicit references bind to the proxy by property names. This limits IC adaptivity to
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changes in data structures, since service changes to property name do not update the
ICs’ named binding. Usage of DSLs for business rule definition and enforcement at
the IC side is not impacted by the approach, since such DSL has already limited type
safety. The IC may apply business processing and forward the proxy to another ICs
(e.g., client providing presentation and UI). A proxy propagation is not different from
the above description. The data consumption is equivalent to the conventional approach
at the service side, with the difference that IC knows what the service expects, what
properties it has, which types, constraints and validations are considered, etc.

Common use cases [4] for service maintenance consider changes in structure nam-
ing, property naming, property constraint/validation modification, property removal and
mostly addition of a novel property. How does the service using ICs react to them?

The conventional approach using DTOs is impacted by any service structural
change that is promoted to the machine-readable format and thus causes inconsistency
at the IC side. The constraint/validation change is not known and thus may occur at
production environment as an inconsistency.

The proposed concern-separating approach cannot deal with changed naming of
the given structure since the IC’s proxy is determined by the name, although a key-
based indirection would address adaptability. The proxy reflects all service changes of
property names, constraints and validation rules. It further reflects property additions
or removals. Although it has the ability to deal with the changes, the IC application
may explicitly reference given properties to apply business processing or enforce busi-
ness rules, which limits the adaptivity. [5,6] show that this is rarely the case for UIs,
even though local coupling may exist. In UIs, it usually uses generic approach to ac-
cess all provided fields rather than to make explicit references. In the UI, the structural
representation can be seen as a logical unit.

When assuming that local reference to given structure exists, then the adaptivity
degrades. The IC application no longer adapts to change of property names or property
removals. Although the proxy still adapts, the reference to changed property may fail,
similarly to conventional design. On the other hand, the adaptivity to changes in con-
straints and validation rules promote all changes to ICs. Thus when the service main-
tenance follows the policy that only allows increments in properties and allows con-
straint/validation changes, then the integrity is preserved and reflected by all ICs. This
avoids consistency errors and preserves functionality.

From the above it is apparent that, for the maintainability purposes, the most suitable
approach would embed business rules to services rather than to ICs, which [13] suggests
for microservices. Then the IC adaptivity promotes to most of the structural changes.
However, not all situations allow promoting business rules to services. Furthermore, it
might be the target design to use business process and rule indirection to promote flexi-
bility in business changes and evolution. Naturally, structural changes must promote to
referencing business rules no matter the origin of the business rule, and thus next we
consider the ability to reuse single business rule definition across multiple tiers.

The service ability to provide its business rules to other ICs requires design changes
in the way the rules are captured. [2,3] show possible approach that captures the rules
in DSL and binds rule to data through annotations. The approach brings the ability
to perform business rules inspection and transformation. This can use transformation to
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machine-readable format and thus be used by a separate distribution channel. An IC can
interpret the provided rules locally and avoid rejected submission or improve usability.
In service composition, this brings the advantage of combining business rules from
various services as well as a centralized view on variety of rules from heterogeneous
service environment. The ability of sharing business rules across services can be utilized
in business process modeling and execution, although this is left for future work.

The most challenging perspective is the service context-awareness. [4] suggests that
many contemporary systems follow the “one for all” approach in the UI design due to
its development and maintenance demands. Context can influence the production as
well as the consumption of data. We may hardly imagine significant changes in data
values 1 or structure representations 2 , beyond property access restriction or condi-
tional rendering. The 3 input validation and constraints or business rules 4 may differ
more significantly basing on the context. For instance, company vendor agent may sub-
mit orders with a given delivery date only until a certain time before the distribution
stage starts. The accepted order time may differ based on the geo-location of the order
destination as the shipment time from a central warehouse differs in the delivery time.
As a bonus for customers with high turnover, the agent is able to submit the order after
the deadline. When agent updates customers profile he/she must provide all personal
information and follow the validation rules on provided formats. An administrator can
update customers with a subset of information, while skipping all the validation rules.

Context can more or less impact any of the other considered concerns 1 - 4 , and
this impacts the service design. [4] suggests an AOP-based approach, which is not sig-
nificantly different from conventional design from the development perspective. The
data model together with its extensions referencing validation, business rules, etc. is
transformed to the join point representation. This representation is produced (once)
and utilized by the aspect weaver that mediates service requests. On each request, the
weaver clones the join point representation and considers separately-defined aspects
that may modify the join point representation. Aspects trigger based on supplied con-
text and join points found in the particular processed representation section. As a con-
sequence, this may modify given constraints, hide properties, etc. The result of the
weaving, as shown in [5,6,14], is transformed to a machine-readable format. The cor-
responding data values 1 follow the same cycle in order to determine which data
properties are authorized for the delivery.

Context-awareness is mostly notable in UIs where the UI adjusts to particular user,
browsing device abilities, location, etc. Earlier we mentioned that [5,6] show multiple
prototypes for mobiles, standalone and web clients that can process the communica-
tion channels for the concerns 1 - 3 . When service considers context-awareness, these
prototypes adjust to the provided output and become context-aware. The impact is on
caching abilities, which applies more strict invalidation [6]. The usage across different
platforms demonstrates the approach versatility. Furthermore, [6] shows that, for web
delivery, the approach untangles UI concerns and supports their reuse at the IC side,
which positively impacts service performance. [6] provides evaluation that show the
impact in production environment where concern separating approach outperforms the
conventional single channel delivery regarding to UI responsiveness as well as reduces
service side resources.
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5 Conclusion

This survey discusses service integration from the perspective of separation of concerns.
Conventional approaches for web service design bring many advantages over the code-
centric, monolithic approaches. Unfortunately, service integration posses multiple defi-
ciencies. Data structures considered by services must be understood and followed by all
ICs that become tightly coupled to the data structures. This disallows service evolution
and usually results in new, slightly modified service introduction to avoid correlation
errors with legacy. Moreover, ICs are unaware of service internal constraints, validation
or even business rules. Service knowledge distribution would improve performance,
consistency, and usability as well as provide a centralized view on combined services.

Separation of concerns and concern distribution addresses the above deficiencies.
Services can provide additional information to ICs in multiple distribution channels that
are utilized, providing data structure semantics to derive the service data structure rep-
resentation at runtime. This overwhelms the tight coupling regarding of data properties.
This has two sides. Runtime derivation allows the IC to adapt service-side structural
changes and thus open the ability for the service to evolve. On the contrary, the IC uses
structure proxies unaware of its properties at compile time, unless referencing the ser-
vice. IC reference to particular properties introduce coupling and limit its adaptivity to
structural services changes, although as [5,6] show generic referencing can be applied
as demonstrates the usage in UIs. The benefit is that the proxy representation comes
with all constraints and validation rules that can be applied at the IC side, avoiding re-
statement. Using a suitable form of business rule definition at the service side brings
the ability to inspect rule definitions and provide them in a separate distribution channel
in machine-readable format for the IC. Such rules can be applied earlier in the request
processing or even combined with other service rules. Novel business rule definitions
at the ICs level might be affected by the weak type safety introduced by the approach.
Another solution is to promote business rules to a particular service supporting their
reuse, although deteriorating the flexibility of their modification and evolution.

Context-awareness pushes the service design towards the direction of AOP, since it
fosters efficient design that avoids tangled code and replication. The context influences
both production and consumption of service data values, as well as impacts the resulting
data structure representation, validation rules, and business rules.

The main advantages of our approach are its ability to adapt ICs to service changes
in data structure, although the extent of the adaptation is influenced by IC references
to data structure properties. The approach opens meta information and thus shares its
constraints, validation rules, and business rules with other ICs, which provides them
with extended abilities that impact performance, composability, and usability. Context-
awareness security involvement enforces authorization to all distribution channels.

Future work will address the business rule involvement in business processes def-
initions in distributed environment. The limited type safety in IC development could
use verification mechanism with respect to the service provided meta information. For
instance, the IC could use a DSL language, such as MPS [17], as a verification instru-
ment. It could use metaprogramming and suitable constructs to resolve valid references.
Alternatively, in case of Java, we can even avoid the impact on the IC design and apply
bytecode manipulation framework such as Apache BCEL or ASM [18] to enforce the
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property correlation at the development/compile time. Our research will also consider
the AOP approach to the service backwards compatibility. Each time a service changes,
novel aspect is introduced, responsible for backwards compatibility transformation. ICs
may use given services and indicate compatibility version. The version triggers a chain
of aspects that apply transformation rules to the latest service version and mediate the
communication with the IC acting as the older service version.
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